
JFE Group’s Initiatives to Resolve 
Social Issues

JFE Steel Corporation is pursuing a solutions business that 

uses its expertise related to areas including improved 

quality and productivity, equipment maintenance, and the 

reduction of the environment impact cultivated through 

steelworks operations and management, to provide 

external customers with “solutions technologies.”

 During fiscal 2023, the company built a system platform 

and an operation structure that allow solutions products to 

be cloud based.

 In addition, various technologies developed in-house are 

being commercialized, and sales are gradually beginning to 

customers in a range of manufacturing industries 

including steel.

Products
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Equipment anomaly detection system (J-dscom®)

Detects signs of system anomalies using multiple data including electric 

current, temperature, and vibration, and triggers alert
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The JFE Group is using DX to resolve social issues in various ways by maximizing the Group’s technological capabilities. The 

following section introduces some of those initiatives being carried out internally, including DX human resource development, which 

has become a social issue.

Targeting customers in a range of manufacturing industries including steel

Service portal
Access to solutions services (product information, inquiries, systems)

Solutions services

Solutions platform (tentative name)

ISMS/ISO 27001 (information security management system) certification obtained

Smart factory Smart maintenance Quality enhancement, stabilization

Safety services Energy optimization Smart logistics

A cloud-based subscription service for various solutions

Fault recovery support solution (J-mAIster®)

Uses AI search technologies to rapidly display desired file data from huge 

volume of internal data

JFE Shoji Electronics Corporation is launching a logistics-tracking solutions service business using the GPS terminal in spring 2024. The GPS terminal will  “visualize” 

information on location, temperature, and jolt impact to help improve efficiency in trailer operations and reduce working hours required for various operations, thus contributing 

to the elimination of the “2024 problem” in the logistics field (when new rules are introduced to limit overtime for long-haul truck and delivery drivers).

Efficient management of trailer arrival and delivery using GPS location 
information

Reduction of labor and time for drivers searching for a trailer by grasping 
location information

Contribution to reduction of CO2 emission by visualizing emission caused by 
users in transit

Confirmation of collected data on personal computers or smartphones via a 
web-based application
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GPS terminal (Made in Japan)

Equipped with high-accuracy GPS (position-measurement 

error: several meters), temperature sensor, and 

accelerometer

Advantage of high-volume, stable telecommunications

Long-life battery (approximately 10 years)

Maintenance-free

System overview

Location information 

acquisition using 

high-accuracy GPS

Information transmission using high-volume, stable 

telecommunications method (Cat. M1)

Continuously available to 

acquire information for 

management of trailer 

operations

System using correlation 

of multiple data sets to 

detect signs of anomalies

Interface system

Remote  mon i to r i ng  sys t em (JFE -SCADA:  

Supervisory Control  And Data Acquisi t ion) 

provides an integrated display of various data 

including condit ion of offshore wind power 

generation equipment and signs of abnormalities.
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Instant search for data required for recovery

Helps staff identify cause

Searches performed within or across 

business locations

Uses tablet device

J-mAIster®

Customer’s chosen system environment

Customer data

・
・
・

Fault/response history

Manuals

Spare parts inventories, etc.

Overall level monitoring

Monitor overall process variables 
and extract their correlations automatically

Equipment-level monitoring

Multiple variables in specific piece of 
equipment (human-designated variables)

Meter-level monitoring

Confirm maximum readings 
on individual meter

[Monitoring screen]

The JFE Group is using the Group’s comprehensive strength, which includes JFE Steel’s material production, 

JFE Shoji’s supply chain capabilities, and JFE Engineering’s monopile production and plant operation 

expertise, to expand its business in the field of offshore wind power generation. In the area of operation and 

maintenance (O&M), JFE Engineering is using its technologies and expertise gained through the operation of 

a Global Remote Center that monitors 88 sites in Japan and overseas (as of the end of March 2024), big data 

analysis technologies to detect signs of abnormalities, and operation and maintenance technologies and 

expertise that allow steelworks to continue 24 hours without interruption, to achieve labor savings and 

improved efficiency.

 JFE Engineering has developed the ASUNAG integrated management system, which flexibly manages 

various kinds of information, including the substation, weather, and ship information required for the stable 

operation of an offshore wind power business. In November 2023, the company delivered its first unit to 

Nyuzen Marine Wind LLC’s Nyuzen Offshore Wind Farm.

Nyuzen Offshore Wind Farm

Satellite

For information regarding other solutions products, please visit: https://www.jfe-steel.co.jp/en/products/solution/index.html
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FY2024 target achieved one year ahead of schedule!

JFE Steel provides educational curricula to encourage all employees to take ownership of DX and actively participate. The DX Basic Literacy Course raises the level 

of DX literacy among all employees, and training for management including officers aims to cultivate an organizational atmosphere that facilitates the pursuit of 

new challenges. 

 In addition, the company is providing training and internal tools to core DX human resources to allow them to gain the skills of a data scientist or digital 

designer, creating an environment in which people leading businesses can use digital technologies themselves to pursue innovation.

As part of its DX promotion activities, in addition to the DX workshop and DX executive seminars for officers held during fiscal 2022, JFE Shoji has been continuing to 

offer DX literacy training as part of its position-specific training in fiscal 2023 to instill an awareness that the leaders of DX are employees themselves.

Human resources able to analyze data and acquire new knowledge 

in response to issues. At JFE Steel, this title indicates a person who 

has undergone a designated period of on-the-job training (OJT).

Steel Business Engineering Business

Trading Business

Securing and Developing DX Human ResourcesInitiative 0404

Reskilling of internal human resources who are familiar with operations

Training by area

Increasing motivation for transformation

Training excerpt

Data scientist

Human resources engaged in business design in 

accordance with issues and strategies in a 

rapidly changing environment

Digital designer

Stage 4

Stage 3

Stage 2

Stage 1

Stage 0

Advanced use of digital 
technologies

Leaders to drive DX

Ability to use digital 
technologies to create value

Ability to use digital 
technologies with ease

・

・

・

・

Understanding of necessity of DX

Acquisition of DX knowledge and mindset

Cultivating data scientists

DS pioneer: Acquisition of advanced 
specialist knowledge and skills

DS evangelist: Leadership role through data 
analysis and utilization

DS applier: Well versed in use of DS tools

DS user: Ability to use DS tools with ease

Cultivating digital designers

Packaging solutions to resolve issues

Proposing new solutions

Well versed in use of internal digital tools

Ability to use digital tools to create 
business value

Training 

for management

Cultivate

an organizational

culture that supports

DX promotion

in the workplace

Raise companywide level

of DX literacy

↑
Offer DX Basic Literacy Course

(for all employees including 

manufacturing-site staff)
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As part of its companywide DX program, JFE Engineering offers various training courses to raise the level of employees’ digital knowledge. During fiscal 2023, DX 

literacy training was provided to all employees to help them understand the need for DX and supplement their basic knowledge related to digital technologies. In 

addition, the internal event “DX Day!!” is held once a year to cultivate a DX mindset. The company has also established an internal AI/IoT Technical Group to raise 

the companywide level of ICT (information and communications technology) skills under specific themes such as strengthening ICT skills and utilizing AI (artificial 

intelligence).

 The company is also actively engaged in training human resources in the utilization of data. It provides introductory training in the use of its Pla’cello® data 

analytics platform in business operations, and the number of Pla’cello® users has surpassed 2,000. The company has also put in place the entire 17-class, 120-hour 

data scientist training program to help employees acquire more specialized data science knowledge, with the aim of having a total of 200 employees take the course 

by the end of fiscal 2023.

Human resources 
who promote DX

Human resources 
who promote DX

Target Examples of training program

Human resources 
who utilize data

Human resources 
who utilize data

All employeesAll employees

Utilization of data in 

business operations

Understanding of need for 

DX and basic knowledge 

of digital technology

Data scientist training Pla’cello® training

DX literacy training Internal event “DX Day!!”

Need to “take ownership” for successful DX promotion

Three elements of “take ownership”

Personal transformation Ownership Collaboration

Independent personal transformation and growth 

to keep up with changes in digital technology

Uncompromising mindset and ownership for 

successful DX

Dissemination of information that empathizes 

with management and internal or external 

parties for cooperation with them regarding DX

Level Roles

Taking the initiative to disseminate necessity of transformation and management issues internally 
and externally

Decision-making on difficult transformation themes (taking responsibility)

Taking the initiative for penetration of digitalization and backup support

Planning and proposing of original transformation themes to his/her organization and management

Strong awareness of issues and transformation in one’s own work and workplace

Willingness to set up opportunities to disseminate one’s own recognized issues and to propose 
improvements

■

■

■

■

■

■

Cultivate a DX promotion mindset (ownership)

Instill awareness of significance and effects 

of using data efficiently

・
・

・
・
・

Examples of DX in the steel industry

Features of companies successful in DX

Examples of effective use of data

(1) Newly appointed general managers: 15 (July 2023)

(2) Newly appointed managers: 22 (May 2023)

(3) Persons promoted to managerial positions: 36 (May 2023)

Purpose Content Targeted employees

Instill “take ownership” of DX 

(transformation) while having 

participants recognize roles at 

each managerial level

Must take ownership for transformation and carry out work as one’s own responsibility

Must enhance one’s own knowledge and ability for further evolution because of progressing digital technologies

Number of citizen developers

Citizen development: Application development by operational division staff rather 

than IT specialist staff

Number of data scientists trained

DX Day!! Refer to Engineering Business on page 12 Pla’cello® Refer to Engineering Business on page 12

OJT and participation in DX projects

Providing training opportunities including 

e-learning and external seminars

FY2023 target: 2,200 

Pla’cello® users

FY2023 target: Total of 

200 persons took training

FY2023 result: Total of 

2,000 participants

FY2023 target: All 

employees took training

Specialist technology group 
(AI/IoT Technical Group)

FY2023 result: 

326 

participants

DX driven by 

operating departments and 

DX Headquarters

↓

・

・

・

・
・
・

・
・・

・
Ability to use internal digital tools with ease

Ability to accept changes from digital 
technologies in business

・
・

Senior management

Middle management

Other managerial staff
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